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T he most common and widely known formulation of the 
Buddha’s teaching is that which the Buddha himself 

announced in the First Sermon at Benares, the formula of 
the Four Noble Truths. The Buddha declares that these 
truths convey in a nutshell all the essential information 
that we need to set out on the path to liberation. He says 
that just as the elephant’s footprint, by reason of its great 
size, contains the footprints of all other animals, so the Four 
Noble Truths, by reason of their comprehensiveness, contain 
within themselves all wholesome and benefi cial teachings. 
However, while many expositors of Buddhism have devoted 
attention to explaining the actual content of the four truths, 
only rarely is any consideration given to the reason why they 
are designated noble truths. Yet it is just this descriptive 
word “noble” that reveals to us why the Buddha chose to 
cast his teaching into this specifi c format, and it is this same 
term that allows us to experience, even from afar, the unique 
fl avor that pervades the entire doctrine and discipline of the 
Enlightened One. 

The word “noble,” or ariya, is used by the Buddha to designate 
a particular type of person, the type of person which it is 
the aim of his teaching to create. In the discourses the 
Buddha classifi es human beings into two broad categories. 
On one side there are the puthujjanas, the worldlings, those 
belonging to the multitude, whose eyes are still covered with 
the dust of defi lements and delusion. On the other side there 
are the ariyans, the noble ones, the spiritual elite, who obtain 
this status not from birth, social station or ecclesiastical 
authority but from their inward nobility of character. 

These two general types are not separated from each other 
by an impassable chasm, each confi ned to a tightly sealed 
compartment. A series of gradations can be discerned rising 
up from the darkest level of the blind worldling trapped in 
the dungeon of egotism and self-assertion, through the stage 
of the virtuous worldling in whom the seeds of wisdom are 
beginning to sprout, and further through the intermediate 
stages of noble disciples to the perfected individual at the 

apex of the entire scale of human development. This is the 
Arahant, the liberated one, who has absorbed the purifying 
vision of truth so deeply that all his defi lements have been 
extinguished, and with them, all liability to suffering. 

While the path from bondage to deliverance, from worldliness 
to spiritual nobility, is a graded path involving gradual 
practice and gradual progress, it is not a uniform continuum. 
Progress occurs in discrete steps, and at a certain point -- 
the point separating the status of a worldling from that of 
a noble one -- a break is reached which must be crossed, 
not by simply taking another step forward, but by making 
a leap, by jumping across from the near side to the further 
shore. This decisive event in the inner development of the 
practitioner, this radical leap that propels the disciple from 
the domain and lineage of the worldling to the domain and 
lineage of the noble ones, occurs precisely through the 
penetration of the Four Noble Truths. This discloses to us the 
critical reason why the four truths revealed by the Buddha 
are called noble truths. They are noble truths because when 
we have penetrated them through to the core, when we have 
grasped their real import and implications, we cast off the 
status of the worldling and acquire the status of a noble one, 
drawn out from the faceless crowd into the community of the 
Blessed One’s disciples united by a unique and unshakable 
vision. 

 The Nobility of the 

Truths
by Bhikkhu Bodhi

Buddhist Publication Society Newsletter cover essay #20 
(Winter 1991-92) Copyright © 1992 Buddhist Publication Society 

for free distribution only
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of your experiments with greater and greater accuracy. You can 
try exploring these skills off the cushion as well: How do you 
gladden the mind when you’re sick? How do you steady the 
mind when dealing with a diffi cult person?

As for releasing the mind from its burdens, you prepare for 
the ultimate freedom of nirvana fi rst by releasing the mind 
from any awkwardness in its concentration. Once the mind 
has settled down, check to see if there are any ways you can 
refi ne the stillness. For instance, in the beginning stages of 
concentration you need to keep directing your thoughts to the 
breath, evaluating and adjusting it to make it more agreeable. 
But eventually the mind grows so still that evaluating the breath 
is no longer necessary. So you fi gure out how to make the 
mind one with the breath, and in that way you release the mind 
into a more intense and refreshing state of ease.

As you expand your skills in this way, the intentions that 
you’ve been using to shape your experience of body and 
mind become more and more transparent. At this point, the 
Buddha suggests revisiting the theme of inconstancy, learning 
to look for it in the effects of every intention. You see that even 
the best states produced by skillful intentions—the most 
solid and refi ned states of concentration—waver and change. 
Realizing this induces a sense of disenchantment with and 
dispassion for all intentions. You see that the only way to get 
beyond this changeability is to allow all intentions to cease. You 
watch as everything is relinquished, including the path. What’s 
left is unconditioned: the deathless. Your desire to explore the 
breath has taken you beyond desiring, beyond the breath, all 
the way to nirvana.

But the path doesn’t save all its pleasures for the end. It takes 
the daunting prospect of reaching full awakening and breaks 
it down into manageable interim goals—a series of intriguing 
challenges that, as you meet them, allow you to see progress in 
your practice. This in and of itself makes the practice interesting 
and a source of joy.

At the same time, you’re not engaged in busywork. You’re 
developing a sensitivity to cause and effect that helps make 
body and mind transparent. Only when they’re fully transparent 
can you let them go. In experiencing the full body of the breath 
in meditation, you’re sensitizing yourself to the area of your 
awareness in which the deathless—when you’re acute enough 
to see it—will appear.

So even though the path requires effort, it’s an effort that keeps 
opening up new possibilities for happiness and well-being 
in the present moment. And even though the steps of breath 
meditation eventually lead to a sense of disenchantment and 
dispassion, they don’t do so in a joyless way. The Buddha never 
asks anyone to adopt a worldnegating— or world-affi rming, 
for that matter— frame of mind. Instead, he asks for a “world-
exploring” attitude, in which you use the inner world of full-body 
breathing as a laboratory for exploring the harmless pleasures 
the world as a whole can provide when the mind is steady 
and clear. You learn skills to calm the body, to develop feelings 
of refreshment, fullness, and ease. You learn how to calm the 
mind, to steady it, gladden it, and release it from its burdens.

Only when you run up against the limits of these skills are 
you ready to drop them, to explore what greater potential for 
happiness there may be. In this way, disenchantment develops 
not from a narrow or pessimistic attitude but from an attitude 
of hope that there must be something better. This is like the 
disenchantment a child senses when he or she has mastered a 
simple game and feels ready for something more challenging. 
It’s the attitude of a person who has matured. And as we all 
know, you don’t mature by shrinking from the world, watching it 
passively or demanding that it entertain you. You mature by 
exploring it, by expanding your range of usable skills through 
play. 

Thanissaro Bhikkhu (born Geoffrey DeGraff in 1949) is abbot of 
Metta Forest Monastery, outside of San Diego. California. He was 
ordained in the Dhammayutika Nikaya, Thai forest kammatthana 
tradition. Ajahn Thanissaro is the author of a series of books on 
Meditation — Meditations, Meditations2, and Meditations3 — 
available for free at accesstoinsight.org.

(Printed with kind permission from EASTERN HORIZON 
c/o Young Buddhist Association of Malaysia).     
www.easternhorizon.org
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W e all know we have both positive and negative 
emotions. As soon as we hear the words love, 

kindness, generosity we know they are the positive ones, and 
when we hear about hate, anger, jealousy, and depression, 
we know they are the miserable ones. The Buddhist point 
of view is that we can change our minds. We can come to 
know ourselves well, look into our minds, and become deeply 
familiar with what’s there.

The most practical reason for wanting to do this job is, fi rst 
of all, because it will make us more happy – and we know 
we want to be happy! And second, it’ll make it easier to live 
with other people.

that delusions are impermanent, 
coming and going in our mind like 
clouds in the sky, and that they 
are not our true nature. According 
to Buddha, the real nature of our 
mind is pure, free of delusions, 
like a clear, cloudless sky. And 
we can learn to think, “Anger is in 
my mind” or “Depression is in my 
mind,” which helps us to deidentify 
with the emotion.

3. Work on the emotion in meditation, using one or more 
antidotes

If there are a number of different emotions disturbing your 
mind at the same time, it’s best to start with the one that 
is strongest and most troublesome – don’t try to take them 
all on at once! Once you’ve managed to get the biggest one 
a bit more under control, then you can move on to the next 
biggest.

 GENERAL ANTIDOTES TO EMOTIONS

1. Mindfulness or self-awareness

When we can be aware of the arising of an emotion such 
as anger in our mind, we can control and deal with it more 
effectively. We may sometimes be able to simply let it go.  
Also, through regular practice of meditation, our mind will be 
more calm, less likely to react emotionally to situations.

2. Remembering the nature of the mind

The mind is clear and non-physical; it is a stream of mental 
events that rise and pass away. These mental events – 
thoughts, emotions, etc. – are impermanent: they appear 
and disappear, come and go; they are not permanent, fi xed 
entities. It can be useful to think of them as being like clouds 
that come and go in the sky, or like dreams, rainbows, or 
waves that rise and fall in the sea. And, as mentioned above, 
it is helpful to learn to de-identify with the emotions: e.g. 
instead of thinking “I am angry,” think “anger is in my 
mind”—this gives the emotion less power over us, and we 
can deal with it more objectively.

3. Being non-judgmental

We like certain thoughts and emotions, and dislike others. 
This leads to attachment/ grasping, and aversion/rejection. 
When our mind is caught up in attachment and aversion, it 

Working with Disturbing Emotions
by Venerable Sangye Khadro

WORKING WITH EMOTION, STEP BY STEP

Normally we either suppress our disturbing emotions, or we 
get caught up in them and act them out, sometimes hurting 
others. The Buddhist approach is a middle way between 
these two: acknowledging our emotions and working on 
them, trying to transform our mind from negative to positive.

1. Recognize and identify emotions

Sometimes our mind is like a thick jungle of disturbing 
thoughts and emotions, and it’s hard to really see what’s 
going on. With mindfulness, honesty, and discriminating 
intelligence we can start to identify what’s what: “That’s 
anger; that’s desire; that’s fear;” and so on. Once we know 
what we’re up against, we can choose the appropriate 
methods to work on them.

2. Have a healthy, balanced attitude towards our emotions

Attitudes to avoid include guilt, self-hatred, and self-
judgment. Also, we need to stop identifying with the emotion, 
for example, thinking “I am my anger,” which leads us to be 
obsessed and act it out. We can avoid these by remembering 
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isn’t peaceful. Instead of this, it’s better to cultivate a sense 
of equanimity: a non-judgmental, loving awareness and 
acceptance of whatever arises in the mind.

4. Do a reality check

Investigate the sense of “I” that lies behind the emotion. Is it 
something real, existing on its own, from its own side? Can 
you locate it in your body or mind? What exactly is it? We can 
also examine the object we are feeling emotional about – 
does it really exist in the way it appears to us, or is it possible 
that we might be perceiving it in a distorted, mistaken way?

5. Think of others who have similar problems

When we are experiencing an emotional problem, we tend 
to get obsessed with it as if we were the only person in 
the universe who had such a problem. This is clearly not 
the case, and thinking this way makes the problem seem 
worse than it really is. So it’s useful to remind ourselves that 
there are many other people who have the same or a similar 
problem, and some have it to an even greater degree than we 
do. This makes the problem seem more like a molehill rather 
than a mountain, so it’s easier to bear, and it also helps us to 
become more compassionate towards others.

SOME SPECIFIC ANTIDOTES FOR 
SPECIFIC EMOTIONS

Antidotes to anger
1. Contemplate the faults or disadvantages of anger, so that 
you become convinced that it’s harmful rather than helpful, 
and therefore not something you want to indulge in. First of 
all, look at the immediate effects anger on your mind and 
body. What is it like being angry? Is your mind peaceful and 
happy, or disturbed and discontent? Are you able to 
think clearly and make intelligent decisions, or does 
your thinking become confused and irrational? And 
how does it affect your body? Do you feel calm and 
relaxed, or agitated and tense? Scientifi c studies 
have shown that anger is a signifi cant cause of 
certain health problems, such as heart disease and 
cancer, as well as of premature death.

How does your anger affect the people around you? 
If you express your anger in words and actions, 
what is the result? It may cause you to hurt people 
you love and damage cherished relationships. But 
even the anger directed at your “enemies” – those 
who you think deserve to be hurt – may come back 
at you later. So is that the wisest way of dealing 
with them? There are more subtle, less obvious, 
effects of anger on our psyche. In terms of karma, 
getting angry leaves imprints on our mind that will 

bring painful experiences in the future—more suffering. And 
it destroys much of the good karma that we have worked so 
hard to accumulate. It is a major obstacle to the cultivation of 
positive qualities such as love, compassion and wisdom, and 
to making progress on the spiritual path.

2. Cultivate loving-kindness. This can be achieved by 
refl ecting on thoughts such as “May all beings be well and 
happy.” Becoming familiar with, and fi lling our minds with, 
lovingkindness, will naturally decrease our anger.

3. Remember karma, cause and effect. If someone harms 
you in some way—by being abusive or unfriendly, cheating 
or stealing from you, or wrecking your belongings—and it 
seems you have done nothing to deserve it, check again. 
According to Buddhism, any misfortune that comes our way 
is the result of harmful actions we created in the past—in 
this or other lives. We reap what we have sown. When we 
can see our problems in this light, we will be better able to 
accept and take responsibility for them rather than dump the 
blame on others.

Also, if we understand that getting angry and retaliating will 
just bring us more problems in the future, we’ll resolve to be 
more patient, and more careful about the karma we create.

4. Put yourself in the other person’s place; try to see the 
situation from their point of view. What is driving them to 
behave this way? Is their state of mind peaceful and happy, 
or confused, miserable and uncontrolled? They are human 
like you, with problems and worries, trying to be happy, 
making the best of life. Recall your own experiences of being 
angry and unkind to get a better idea of what they are going 
through.
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Also, consider that if they continue to act in deluded ways, 
what will the outcome be? Will they be happy and satisfi ed, 
or are they just creating more trouble and suffering for 
themselves?

If we really understand others’ confusion and pain, we’ll be 
less likely to react with anger— which would just give them 
even more suffering—and more likely to regard them with 
compassion.

5. Consider that the person you’re angry at is like a mirror. 
Check: what is it that you dislike or feel angry at in the other 
person? Then ask yourself: “is this something that I have in 
myself?” The idea here is that what we dislike in others is 
something we dislike in ourselves; the solution is to become 
more accepting, less judgmental towards our own faults.

6. Anger is more likely to arise in our mind when we are 
unhappy or dissatisfi ed. If you notice yourself getting irritated 
and angry by even small things, sit down and check what’s 
going on in the deeper levels of your mind. If you notice that 
there are unhappy, critical, negative thoughts, you can put 
those aside and focus on positive things about yourself, your 
life, etc.

Antidotes to attachment
1. Contemplate the faults of attachment. Examine carefully 
the mind that experiences it. It is excited and full of 
unrealistic expectations. It glosses over the facts and deals 
with projected fantasies. It cannot see things clearly and is 
unable to make intelligent judgments. Is this happiness? 
Also, the consequences of attachment are not peace and 
satisfaction, but disappointment and desire for more of 
the same. Think of the suffering you experience when you 
separate from an object of attachment. We all know the pain 
of relationships that did not work and the grief over a loved 
one’s death. Recognize that attachment is not a peaceful, 
clear state of mind, and that it leads to dissatisfaction and 
unhappiness. And making a habit of it leaves imprints on our 
mindstream to experience more problems in the future. It is 
very important to be honest with ourselves, to penetrate its 
façade and analyze its real nature.

2. Recall that all things are impermanent. By their nature they 
change from moment to moment and will inevitably perish. 
The object of your attachment will not always be attractive 
and pleasing; visualize it as old, faded and worn and then 
check if your feelings about it remain the same. And how 
would you feel if you lost it altogether? The pleasure you 
experience is impermanent, too. For how long do you really 
feel pleased and satisfi ed with any one object?

When we recognize that external things cannot give us 
lasting happiness and satisfaction, our attachment to them 
will lessen—and we’ll probably enjoy them all the more!

3. Attachment tends to exaggerate the good qualities of 
an object, so it can be useful to deliberately bring to mind 
unpleasant or negative aspects of the object. For example, 
if you think, “If I had a BMW, I would be so happy!” – you 
can think about the expenses, maintenance, worries, etc. 
involved in owning such a car. Or, if you feel attracted towards 
someone and think, “If I could have a relationship with that 
person, it would be so wonderful!” remind yourself that the 
person may have faults you don’t see right now, or that you 
might run into confl icts later on. But be careful not to go to 
the other extreme and develop aversion for the object!

Antidotes to fear and anxiety
1. Look at your fear. Sit down and make your mind calm with 
some breathing meditation. Then allow the fear to come into 
the clear spaciousness of your mind. Don’t let yourself get 
caught up in it, but stand back and examine it objectively. 
Ask yourself what exactly is it that you are afraid of? Then 
ask yourself: Is it reasonable for me to have this fear? Is it 
likely that what I’m afraid of will actually happen, or is my 
mind getting carried away with highly unrealistic fantasies? 
If it is possible that it will happen, then is there anything you 
can do to prevent or avoid it?….If so, decide to do it, and 
stop worrying!

Thousand-hand and thousand eyes Guanyin Bodhisattva
(Photo with courtesy of Dharma Realm Buddhist Association)  
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Previous Causes And Later Effects 

P eople are strange creatures in that they only have the 
fl esh eye--the physical eye--and so they can’t discern 

the relationship between previous causes and later effects 
in their lives. Because of that, they are always bumping their 
heads against the north wall and the south wall, frantically 
fl ying and buzzing about, like a foolish fl y trying to get out 
through a closed window. They have no idea where they are. 
Although they may be people this life, next life they may turn 
into dogs or other animals as they undergo retributions for their 
karmic deeds. They may be reborn as hungry ghosts, or in the 
hells, or as asuras who do nothing but fi ght with others. If we 
take a good look at the realm of humans, we will see that it 
is very precarious--not what you could call a whole lot of fun. 
Therefore, no matter who we are, we must be cautious with 
our words and extremely careful in our every move. We should 
wipe out our fondness for fame and profi t. We should not be 
arrogant, thinking that we are something special, looking lightly 
on others. One who cultivates the Way and is still fi lled with 
pride will fi nd that it drags down his body, mind and spirit. At 
all times we should “truly acknowledge our own faults and not 
discuss the faults of others”, and realize that “others’ faults are 
just our own”. Regard everyone else as being not different from 
the way we are, and consider other people’s habits as our own 
habits, other people’s pain as our own pain, the evils of others 
as our own evils, and the good points of others as our own good 
points as well. We should not become jealous of the talents of 
others and try to obstruct them. That is why, when I was still at 
home, and after I left home while I was in the monastery, I was 
always eager to do whatever work needed to be done. In fact, I 
did more than my share of the work. I certainly didn’t have the 
thought, “If I do this, someone else may cheat me, and I may 
have to take a loss.” In all your actions watch over yourselves.  
Whether walking, standing, sitting, or lying down, always have 
presence of mind. You should always be “at home”. That means 
don’t allow your mind to wander off to observe the faults of 
others while neglecting your own faults. You shouldn’t be like 
a camera which can only take pictures outside but can’t focus 
within. Rather, you want to “return the light, look within”, and set 
your mind on getting rid of your nasty temper and your improper 
thoughts. Talk less and work more. You shouldn’t always make 
excuses for yourself, arguing, “This is just the way I am, this is 
just the way I am, this is just the way I am!” What are you really 
like? In the future you will become a pig. That’s what you will be 
like: just a stupid pig!

The Buddha’s Light Shines Everywhere 

The Buddha’s wisdom-light shines upon the minds of all 
living beings everywhere. This light enlightens the minds of 
living beings and dispels their greed, anger, and stupidity. It 
transforms that darkness into brightness, and eradicates the 
84,000 bad habits of living beings. The purpose of studying the 
Buddhdharma is to dispel the darkness. But you shouldn’t be 
attached to the idea of the Buddha’s light and ask, “Why haven’t 
I seen the Buddha’s light?” If you investigate the Buddhadharma 
and develop wisdom, isn’t that just the Buddha’s light? But, if 
you become more confused as you investigate, and you don’t 
truly understand the principles of the Dharma, then it is simply 
that you haven’t gotten rid of your bad habits. You can’t say that 
the Buddha’s light isn’t shining everywhere. Rather, it’s a case 
of you yourself not developing wisdom, because you refuse to 
change and still retain your greed, anger, and stupidity. However, 
this is not a case of whether the light is shining or not, because 
this light shines and yet doesn’t shine; it does not shine and yet 
shines. What does this mean? Simply that the manifestation of 
your own wisdom light is the Buddha’s light shining everywhere. 
If your own wisdom light does not manifest, then the Buddha’s 
light doesn’t shine everywhere. By way of analogy, compare 
the Buddha’s light to an electric company. If, in your house, you 
don’t turn on the main switch, even though all the electric wiring 
is connected, the lights will not work and the house will always 
be in darkness. Why? Because the electric current is not fl owing 
through. You need to turn on the main switch; then the lights 
will shine and dispel the darkness. The minds of living beings 
are just like the main switch. If we turn on the “mind-switch”, 
then the Buddha’s light will shine. If we don’t turn on our “mind-
switch”, then even though the Buddha’s light is there, it won’t 
shine for us. This is a coarse analogy, but you can glean the 
meaning from it. All of you should quickly turn on your mind-
switch so that the Buddha’s wisdom light can start pouring in. 
When that happens, you will realize that the Buddha’s light is 
always shining everywhere.

The Difference Between Consciousness And 
Wisdom 

The Eighth Consciousness contains a most subtle, fi ne and 
pure aspect part called “The Undefi led Consciousness”, or 
“The Totally Pure Consciousness”. Yet within it there are still 
very subtle discriminations being made: discriminations about 

Instructional Talks of 
Tripitaka Master Hua

Herein Lies the Treasure-Trove --Volume II
By Venerable Master Hsuan Hua
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stretch out both of your hands, you should contemplate that 
you are receiving and upholding the two feet of Amitabha 
Buddha. 

Fourthly, my father taught me how to sit and recite the 
Buddha’s name in full lotus posture. He said that before 
you recite the Buddha’s name, fi rst contemplate that you 
are physically standing at the center of the painting of the 
Western Pure Land facing Amitabha Buddha. After you put 
your palms together and bow to the Buddha three times, sit 
in a full lotus posture in the middle of a lotus blossom. Then 
recite the Great Compassion Mantra three to seven times and 
pray silently that living beings within a hundred-mile radius 
will not disturb you as you recite the Buddha’s name. After 
you fi nish reciting the Great Compassion Mantra, you should 
concentrate on reciting the Buddha’s name with a smile on 
your face. How long you sit upright and recite the Buddha’s 
name depends on you. Before you leave your seat, you should 
transfer the merit and virtue of reciting the Buddha’s name 
to all living beings. 

In the process of this seven-day Buddha Recitation session, 
I tried to keep on reciting the Buddha’s name whether 
I was walking, standing, sitting, or reclining; or I would 
contemplate the image of Amitabha Buddha, the lotus, etc. 
During the seven days of Buddha recitation, I slowly changed 
from reciting the Buddha’s name with my mouth and not my 
heart to reciting akin to writing letters in the sand at a beach. 
The recitation would stay in my heart for a few seconds 
before it got swept away by the waves of ignorance. I still 
could not make the Buddha’s name reside permanently in 
my mind ground. While reciting on 
the seventh day, occasionally I felt 
as if several sounds of the Buddha’s 
name had entered my body and into 
my muscles, tendons, and bones. That 
sensation caused an unprecedented 
transformation to my body and mind. 

First of all, the Buddha’s name is like 
nutrients nourishing the body. From 
the skin and fl esh, it can penetrate 
gradually to the blood vessels, 
tendons, and bones. It seems that 
it can regulate the fi ve viscera and 
the six bowels of the body, gradually 
vitalizing the breath and blood. 

Secondly, the Buddha’s name has 
awakened my pure good heart from 
a long lethargic sleep. That was when 
I fi nally came to realize a little what the “Great Strength 
Bodhisattva’s Perfect Penetration through Mindfulness of 
the Buddha” chapter meant when it said: “The Tathagatas 
of the ten directions are tenderly mindful of living beings 
just as a mother remembers her son. But, if the son runs 

away, of what use is the mother’s concern? However, if the 
son remembers his mother in the same way that the mother 
remembers her son, then in life after life mother and son 
will never be far apart.” This state of “just as a mother who 
remembers her son” and “if a son remembers his mother 
in the same way that the mother remembers her son” can 
only surface gradually and be felt through mindfulness of the 
Buddha with a true heart. 

If we can recite the Buddha’s name and be mindful in our 
heart, we can also awaken the innate feeling of impartial 
loving-kindness. This realization of impartial loving-kindness 
is like that of a kind mother who cherishes her children 
and showers them with tender loving care. This giving is 
unconditional and it comes from her heart. Likewise, her 
children can also feel their parents’ affection which are free 
from regrets and complaints. In turn, they are also mindful of 
their parents at all times. 

If we can truly experience this loving-kindness in our hearts, 
and apply this inner perception to recite the Buddha’s name, 
then we will realize that every single sound of the Buddha’s 
name is a rare gem. You will then give rise to a fi rm and 
resolute faith in the Dharma practice of Buddha recitation 
which we will never abandon. 

Moreover, the Buddha’s name is also like the children who 
can perceive their kind mother’s infi nite love for them. When 
we are reciting the Buddha’s name, naturally we will feel 
bliss and happiness, and a sense of fulfi lment in our heart. 
If we can employ this blissful feeling to recite the Buddha’s 

name, we will never get weary even if 
we have recited thousands and tens 
of thousands of times. The Buddha’s 
name we recited will be rooted deep 
in our heart and never get wiped away. 

If we can treat the Buddha’s name 
like a vajra diamond and undoubtedly 
believe that the Buddha’s name is the 
world’s most unique and priceless 
gem, if we can honestly recite it with 
much feeling, with gratitude, with 
joy, and with happiness in your heart, 
then in due time, I truly believe that 
both our body and mind will get the 
message from this very sound of the 
Buddha’s name. 

It is because the Buddha’s name can 
allow our body and mind to experience 
the refreshing arrival of spring time. 

Suddenly, our withered soul will sense an infi nite vitality, and 
we will be pleasantly surprised at getting a new lease of life 
just like the saying, “bare trees in spring time”. The vitality 
of life buried deep in our heart will be stirred to action and 
manifest because of this single sound of the Buddha’s name. 
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In other words, this one very simple sound of the Buddha’s 
name holds boundless vitality. If we are willing to feel it 
with our heart and discern it, it will transform our body and 
mind. And we need not wait till we are reborn in the Western 
Pure Land to experience the ultimate bliss. All it takes is 
our mindfulness to recite the Buddha’s name, and right on 
the spot we will be able to realize it. It is because our body 
and spirit tend to become more complete and perfect with 
each sound of the Buddha’s name. They become pure and 
wholesome, and eventually we can attain the state of the 
Western Land of the Ultimate Bliss. 

As I have been actively practicing Chan in the past two years, 
I developed a meditation method to coordinate my breathing 
as I sit upright to recite the Buddha’s name or a mantra. When 
I participate in an assembly to recite the Buddha’s name, I 
still sit upright to recite. In addition, I also concentrate and 
pay attention to the voice of the leading Dharma Master. As 
every sound of my recitation harmonizes with hers, it seems 
that my body and mind also undergo a little transformation. 

After reciting the Buddha’s name for an increasing period of 
time, slowly my body and mind are able to synchronize with 
the Buddha’s name. My stiff body becomes softer, and the 
blood circulation of my four limbs and my body are more 
decongested. Although my legs are still numb and aching, 
the Buddha’s name seems to soothe my legs so that they 
could remain patient. Eventually, I can let go of the pain and 
numbness of my legs, and the frustrating desire to get up and 
walk around is also subdued by the Buddha’s name. My legs 
become incapable of acting up again. 

Though my eyes remain closed, various images from my mind 
keep fl ashing up, and I am unable to get rid of them. Even if I 
try hard to focus and listen to the Dharma Master’s chanting 
of the Buddha’s name, still my ears keep hearing the polluted 
thoughts as they pop up in my mind. Therefore, I make a fi rm 
resolve to listen to my own recitation of the the Buddha’s 
name instead of being steered by my polluted thoughts. 
Finally, the continuous sound of my Buddha recitation little by 
little starts to permeate into my mind ground. The Buddha’s 
name is like a golden bell that wards off my scattered and 
distracting thoughts. 

When my body and mind are free from polluted thoughts, the 
breath and pulse inside my body slowly unclog and clear out. 
First, I have a lukewarm feeling in my dantian acupressure 
point. As it slowly rises up, the area of my heart chakra feels 
as if it is illuminated by sunlight, and it begins to expand 
beyond. Then this ball of warm energy in turn transports 
warm vapor to every part of the body. Finally, my whole body 
feels like it is enveloped in a balloon full of yang energy. It is 
so relaxed and at ease. 

As I stay in this steadfast and relaxed condition, the Buddha’s 
name seems to be able to penetrate the physical body and 
navigate into the core of the heart and soul. When I recite the 
Buddha’s name in my heart, it seems to clear up my mind 
even more. I can decisively let go of all the polluted thoughts 
that arise from my inner world and the inevitable sounds 
broadcasted by the external environment, and once again 
pull myself back to recite the Buddha’s name wholeheartedly. 

Driven by this fi rm belief, with the Buddha’s name 
manoeuvring between every exhalation and inhalation, my 
recitation becomes more and more smooth and comfortable 
as my focus sharpens, and my breathing is more even and 
gentle. Suddenly, I feel that the Buddha’s name and my 
breathing seem to be slowly circulating on an expanding 
elliptic orbit. Right at that point, all of a sudden, everything is 
clear and visible. 

As joy and happiness began to fi ll in my heart, I suddenly 
recall the Venerable Master Hua’s famous saying: “You must 
recite the Buddha’s name deep within your heart. Don’t strike 
up polluted thoughts. Recite each Buddha’s name to its very 
end.” So I gather my thoughts and once again focus myself 
to recite the Buddha’s name. As seconds and minutes pass, 
each exhalation and inhalation becomes more gentle and 
subtle. I can clearly distinguish the gap between each breath. 
It is so smooth and natural! In the end, even breathing is 
almost forgotten. 

When this gap of breathing and not breathing emerges, the 
Buddha’s name can also strum the heart chord in the deepest 
level of my innermost feeling, and it responds: “Reciting the 
Buddha’s name is not for yourself; you should recite it for the 
sake of all living beings.” The instant my inner voice slowly 
elevates, this wonderful trip of the soul ends with the sound 
from the hand bell. 

This process of Buddha recitation allows me to perceive and 
recognize that the Buddha’s name is like a small boat that 
carries me to pass through high and low landscapes. Flowing 
downward, I cross through lakes and end up paddling 
towards an unfathomable great sea that is far beyond the 
horizon. In this immeasurable and boundless great sea of the 
dharma practice of Buddha recitation, although I can only 
scoop water for a drink, the wondrous functions within it are 
worth the effort of my entire lifetime to explore. 

The above account is purely an individual experience. I wish 
to share this with all fellow Buddhists who enjoy sitting in 
Chan and like to recite the Buddha’s name!  

(Extracted from the magazine MARCH 2010 VAJRA BODHI 
SEA, City of Ten Thousand Buddhas, DRBA)
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Of course, the viewpoints above are from a Buddhist 
perspective. But many Chinese people in the past who 
have requested Buddhist deliverance services were not 
necessarily Buddhists, and some were even full-fl edged 
Confucians. In modern times, for example, the famous New 
Confucian scholar Tang Junyi (1909–1978) went to a Buddhist 
monastery in Hong Kong to request a deliverance service for 
his deceased mother, where he erected an ancestral tablet for 
her. He regretted that with all his learning in philosophy, there 
was nothing he could do to help his mother. So motivated by 
the traditional Confucian teaching to make offerings to one’s 
deceased relatives [with the attitude and state of mind] as 
if their spirits were actually present, he ordered the service, 
following the Confucian dictate “to be thoroughgoing in 
funeral rites for parents and to pay respects to ancestors.” 
There are numerous instances such as this, in which it would 
be very diffi cult to convince people to follow precisely the 
correct Buddhist concepts regarding deliverance of the dead. 
This is a major problem to be resolved in Chinese Buddhism. 

3) Do Buddhists Believe That Merit Can Be 
Transferred to Other People? 
Buddhists certainly believe that one can transfer merit 
accumulated by oneself to another person. Transference 
(S. parin mana; C. huixiang) means to take something from 
oneself and direct it toward another or others. This operates 
through sympathetic resonance, which was mentioned in 
the previous entry. In the transfer of merits, one’s mental 
power is transmitted, via the power of Buddhas’ and 
bodhisattvas’ vows, toward the specifi ed recipient(s). 
This process is analogous to sunlight traveling through the 
air, striking a refl ective object (such as a mirror or metallic 
object), and thereby illuminating a dark room. Although the 
dark room is not directly exposed to sunlight, the refl ected or 
“transferred” light can illuminate it. 

At the same time, 
although one transfers 
merit, one’s own merits 
do not decrease one 
iota. An analogy from 
the Buddhist s tras 
compares this process 
to an oil lamp lighting 
other lamps—although 
one lamp may light 
many other lamps, the 
original lamp in no way 
becomes less bright. 

Therefore, after per-
forming meritorious 
action, an orthodox 
Buddhist will aspire to 

transfer the merit gained toward all sentient beings. Such 
behavior springs forth naturally from a compassionate mind. 

4) Do Buddhists Believe in the Effi cacy of Prayer? 
Yes, Buddhists fi rmly believe in the effi cacy of prayer. 

When someone prays, his faith engenders a mental state 
of supernormal, unifi ed concentration, by which he can 
stimulate or arouse (gan) the compassionate vow-energy of 
the beings (such as Buddhas or bodhisattvas) to whom he 
prays, and thereby receive a response. That is, the mental 
energy resulting from the supplicant’s concentration tallies 
and interacts with the energy of a Buddha’s or bodhisattva’s 
vows. This interaction, in turn, gives rise to an inconceivable, 
extraordinary power, which produces the special experiences 
and effi cacious results of prayer. In Chinese societies, where 
Mah y na practice prevails, praying to the bodhisattva 
Guanyin (S. avalokite vara) brings about the most miraculous 
results. However, a benevolent deity or spirit actually already 
protects a reverent devotee of the Three Jewels. If she 
suddenly encounters misfortune, even if she doesn’t pray at 
that very moment, her ill luck will be averted, provided that 
she has fi rm faith. Prayer works because of fi rm conviction. 
If someone has unyielding faith, she is constantly under the 
protection of prayers. 

Although Buddhists believe in the power of prayer, they do 
not emphasize that praying can solve every problem. For 
example, if a Buddhist becomes ill, prayer is very important, 
and if she has confi dence, then in certain cases, through 
pious, sincere prayers she can induce a sympathetic 
response and be cured. 

Therefore, we fi nd Buddhist scriptures mentioning cases 
of people being cured through expounding or hearing 
the Dharma. But if the sick person lacks conviction and 
experience in (successful results from) prayer, she should see 
a physician. So even during the time of kyamuni Buddha, 
when a bhiksu became sick, he was normally treated with 
medicine.

Therefore, it is generally believed that the Dharma is 
primarily for treating the spiritual illness of birth and death. 
For physical illness, one should use medicine. The ill should 
pray but also seek medical treatment: this is the view of an 
orthodox Buddhist.

5) What Methods of Spiritual Practice Do Buddhists 
Carry Out? 
This is certainly a very important question. If one believes 
in Buddhism without practicing it in daily life, the only 
benefi t one will acquire is the planting of a seed for future 
Buddhahood. Such a person will hardly gain any benefi t in 
this life. 
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7) Do Buddhists Worship Deities and Ghosts?
The answer is obvious: an orthodox Buddhist worships 
only the Three Jewels—the Buddha, the Dharma, and the 
Sangha—not spiritual beings. But an orthodox Buddhist does 
not deny the existence of spiritual beings, either, because 
gods and ghosts are two of the six destinies within the cycle 
of birth and death. Gods (shen) in Buddhism, therefore, are 
very different from the God in theistic religions, just as ghosts 
(gui) are not the Devil [mo-gui, lit. “demon-ghost”] spoken of 
in theistic faiths. In Buddhism, gods are one kind of sentient 
being in the mundane world, whereas mo [which in Buddhist 
Chinese means M ra, the evil one, lord of the realm of sense 
desire] lives in the sixth heaven of the sense desire realm. 
Actually, there exist four kinds of M ras in Buddhism:  (1) the 
deity M ra, (2) the M ra of the fi ve aggregates, (3) the M ra 
of affl ictions, and (4) the M ra of death. Besides the deity 
M ra, the other three M ras are products of our individual 
physiology and psychology. 

In Buddhism, shen usually have a status below that of the 
heavenly deities (S. deva; C. tian) but above the ghosts. 
Ghosts with great blessings are shen, and the attendants of 
heavenly deities are often shen. Ghosts are of many varieties, 
including ghosts with great fortune, ghosts with little fortune, 
and hungry ghosts. Ghosts with great fortune and great 
blessings, although they are still ghosts, enjoy some 
blessings as if they were in heaven. Most of the shen 
worshipped by ordinary people are actually ghosts with 
great blessings. Shen can be categorized as heavenly-shen, 
sky-shen, and earth-shen. Shen can also be divided into 
heavenly-shen, animal-shen, and ghost-shen. The various 
shen that people worship such as animal spirits, plant and 
tree spirits, and mountain and river spirits are all earth-shen, 
animal-shen, or ghost-shen. 

In Buddhist s tras, the “eight classes of spiritual beings” 
frequently mentioned consist of the following: heavenly-shen, 
dragons (S. n ga; C. long), yaksas (fl ying ghosts), gandharvas 
(heavenly musicians), asuras, garudas (birds with golden 
wings), kimnaras (heavenly singers), and mahoragas (great 
boas). These beings can be either benevolent or malevolent, 
and the benevolent ones have generally been reformed by 
Buddhism and have become its protectors. So orthodox 
Buddhists do not worship spiritual beings; Buddhists merely 
give them a certain amount of respect. If an orthodox 
Buddhist were to worship such beings, in principle it would 
be demeritorious. Also, the benevolent shen voluntarily 
protect and support whoever has taken refuges in the Three 
Jewels, so they do not feel comfortable being worshipped 
by Buddhist devotees. And because of the benevolent shen’s 
protection, malevolent spiritual beings are afraid to toy with 
or molest Buddhist believers who have already taken the 
three refuges.  

8) If One Has Faith in Buddhism, Does One Need to 
Become Vegetarian? 
No. Although Buddhism encourages vegetarianism, it does 
not require all Buddhists to be vegetarians. Vegetarianism is 
a unique feature of Mah y na Buddhist practice, motivated 
by great compassion for all sentient beings. In countries 
where Therav da Buddhism prevails a vegetarian diet is not 
required, even for the monks. In Tibet, lamas are not required 
to be vegetarians either, but they cannot personally kill living 
beings. 

Since the fi rst of the fi ve precepts is not to kill, after becoming 
a Buddhist it is best if one can become vegetarian. But if 
for family or social reasons being a vegetarian is diffi cult, 
one can be excused for eating meat. In no case, however, is 
one permitted to directly kill or instruct others to kill. Buying 
the meat of previously slaughtered animals to bring home is 
permitted. 

9) What Is the Buddhist View toward Smoking, 
Drinking, and Gambling? 
There is no regulation prohibiting smoking in the Buddhist 
precepts, and when done to prevent tropical diseases, the 
Buddha permitted bhiksus to smoke. But to promote good 
habits and dignifi ed conduct, Chinese Buddhists have 
always discouraged smoking. Buddhism does forbid the 
use of harmful narcotics or stimulants, which is why the 
fi fth precept prohibits the consumption of alcohol. Drinking 
itself is not evil, but the effects of alcohol often lead to evil 
behavior. For the same reason, Buddhism does not permit 
people to use harmful substances such as opium and heroin. 
As for gambling, it is strictly prohibited in the Buddhist s tras 
because it is basically a waste of money and energy, and 
often leads to depression and bankruptcy. Gambling by its 
very nature involves deceitful behavior, and sometimes 
leads to evil deeds such as murder, theft, slander, and harsh 
speech. It is therefore strictly forbidden in Buddhism. 

10) Does Buddhism Advocate Burning Mock Paper 
Money and Mock Precious Metals? 
No, there is no such superstitious requirement in Buddhism. 

The custom of burning mock paper money began in the 
time of the Han dynasty (206 BCE–220 CE). The Complete 
Chronicle of the Buddha and Patriarchs states that “starting 
in the Han dynasty, money was buried along with the dead. 
Later generations gradually began to use token paper money 
to attend to the ghost’s [spirit of the dead’s] needs.” This 
indicates that beginning in the Han dynasty, the practice was 
to bury money along with the deceased. Since ancient times 
Chinese have believed that when someone dies, he or she 
immediately becomes a ghost (gui). Therefore, the oldest 
extant Chinese dictionary, the Explanations of Simple and 
Compound Graphs, defi nes ghost with the sentence “a ghost 
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is that to which a person returns,” which indicates [the belief 
that] upon dying, people become ghosts. The Chinese of long 
ago conjectured that the world of ghosts was separate from 
yet similar to our own world, and as it was assumed that the 
dead also needed money to get along, it was interred with 
them. Later, some people felt it was a pity to bury real money, 
so they cut paper into the shape of money and burned it to 
transmit it to ghosts. Since in modern times paper currency 
is widely used among the living, the paper ghost currency 
issued by the “Bank of the Underworld” (mingguo yinhang) 
also now circulates in great volume.

This kind of low-class superstition, leading to the burial of 
vessels, utensils, money, jewelry, textiles, and even people 
and livestock along with the deceased, existed in practically 
all the religions of primitive peoples. As to burning objects, 
it may be related to the Zoroastrian religion, which believed 
that the fi re deity could transmit burned objects to spiritual 
beings. The Hindu god of fi re Agni, described in the Rgveda, 
was also believed to have such power. 

In addition to burning paper money and colored tinfoil as 
substitute currency and mock gold and silver ingots, some 
Chinese also burn models of various items made of paper 
glued to thin strips of bamboo. Such items include furniture, 
miscellaneous articles, houses, automobiles, airplanes, and 
steamships. It is believed that the ghost of the deceased can 
obtain these items after they are burned. 

In fact, Buddhists do not believe the dead automatically 
become ghosts, since ghosthood is merely one of six 
possibilities. Nor do they believe that either the large quantities 
of mock paper money or the colored tinfoil [folded to look like 
ingots of precious metals] that are burned will be received 
by ghosts for their use. Buddhists believe only that the 
family of the deceased can acquire merit through practicing 
giving, making offerings to Buddhas, or sponsoring meals for 
monastics, and can then transfer this merit to the deceased 
to assist his or her deliverance. Everything else is useless 
superstition. Buddhists not only oppose burying objects with 
the dead, but furthermore advocate frugality in funerals. The 
coffi n should not be too expensive, the deceased should 
not wear costly clothing, and the funeral should not require 
an excessive amount of labor or resources. Instead, the 
deceased should wear one of his clean, ordinary, old outfi ts, 
and his fancy clothes and possessions should be donated 
to the needy. If the family is well off, they should earn merit 
by giving charity to the poor and making offerings to the 
Three Jewels. These are the only practices that benefi t the 
departed. Anything else, such as burying or burning perfectly 
good objects, is very ignorant behavior and is certainly not 
the behavior of an orthodox Buddhist. 

Sadly, many monks or nuns nowadays do not understand 

the aforementioned reasoning. In fact, some Buddhists who 
emigrated from China to Taiwan created a kind of mock paper 
money called “rebirth money.” It is a small piece of yellow 
paper with the Mantra of Rebirth printed in red Sanskrit 
letters, and it is intended to be used as currency by ghosts. In 
fact, the effect of reciting mantras and the effect of burning 
ghost money are two entirely different things. According to 
Buddhist s tras [or parts of s tras] should not be burned, and 
to do so is a misdeed. 

These days, monks and nuns chant s tras, do repentance 
prostrations, and perform ghost-feeding rituals such as the 
Releasing [hungry ghosts which have] Burning Mouths (fang 
yankou) and the Great Assembly for [the deliverance of beings 
who have died on] Water or Land (shuilu dahui), all of which 
are performed for patrons. During such rituals, a memorial 
petitioning Buddhas or bodhisattvas is composed with the 
patrons’ names and other identifi cation included, and this 
piece of paper is read aloud before being incinerated. This 
practice of reading memorials comes from imitating 
Daoists of the School of Talismans and Registers, who 
perform superstitious activities such as presenting 
memorials to the gods they worship and exorcising 
ghosts through talismans. None of these practices 
has any basis in Buddhist teachings, which teach that 
sympathetic resonance is induced by a pious mind. If you 
have the required mental power, you can get results without 
burning anything. Otherwise, even if you burn thousands of 
papers and mystical scripts, it will all be in vain.  

(Note on abbreviation : S - Sanskrit, C - Chinese)

(Printed with kind permission from Dharma Drum Mountain, 
Singapore)
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Urban
Retreat 

Da Pei Zhuo Dharma Class (Jan 2016)

Ven Dr Chang Qing conducting Da Pei Zhuo  Dharma Class

WFB’s Secretary General with Venerable Kwang Phing, President of The 
Singapore Buddhist Federation and Venerable Bao Tong  on 26 July 2016 

WFB’s Secretary General, Mr Phallop Thaiarry with 
Venerable Bao Shi, at The Buddhist Union, 28 July 2016  

Visit by WFB’s Secretary General (28 Jul 2016)

Urban Retreat - 
Meditation Session

Dharma Activities 2016
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Bro G S Tan,Bro  Eng Siong, Bro Roanld Tay and Bro Tiong Huat at the World Fellowship of Buddhists Conference  (left photo). 
With Rev. Hoe-Jeong, President of Jin-Gak Buddhist Order and Buddhists from Malaysia (right photo)

World Fellowship of Buddhists
28th General Conference  

(26 Sep 2016 - 30 Sep 2016)

WFB- Bro G S Tan, Chairman  and Venerable  Daysi Shi, Co-Chairman at the WFB’s Dhammaduta Standing Committee
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1.  We agree that the Buddhist way of life is based on 
mindful-daily living and at the same time being aware of 
our responsibility as a global citizen by upholding values 
of peace, harmony and tolerance.

2.  We recognize that peace and stability are foundations 
for the well-being of sentient beings and support 
individual health of body and mind, personal growth and 
good family and community relations.

3.  We encourage our Regional Centres and the WFB affi liates 
to maintain their commitment and responsibilities 
to strengthen the WFB through unifi ed action with an 
understanding of the WFB’s history in their planning and 
activities.

4.  We recognize that our world environment is under 
immediate threat and that Buddhist practice of mindful-
living includes awareness of our impact upon the 
environment.

5.  We resolve that the motto of the WFB is “The Unity of 
Wisdom and Compassion”.

6.  We declare that the 29th World Fellowship of Buddhists 
General Conference will be held in Narita, Japan in 
November 2018

With Extract from The Seoul Declaration of the World Fellowship of 
Buddhists’ 28th General Conference held in Seoul form 26 Sep 2016 
to 30 Sep 2016. 

Venerable Kuangjin, Venerable Bao Shi and Venerable Bao Tong cutting the Birthday

Service at the Dhammasukha Memorial Hall Offering of Dana to the Sangha Members 

78th Anniversary Celebration (19 Nov 2016)

(Continued from page 1) 

World Buddhists Conference
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